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454 GUIDELiNES FOR A RARE PLANT REINTRO 

T he reintroduction of any species is inherently complex. 
gered species, the complexity is exacerbated by a shclfta,gi 
policies, effective models, and strong scientific ' 

As is clear from several chapters in this book, the science of 
tion is in its infancy; so too is the development of a policy 
guide the use of reintroduction as a conservation tooL This Dolicv ¥ 

most evident with regard to the relationship between i'Iltf()dllCilOg,j 
ulations and conserving existing ones-a relationship that reIna:ins 
ticulated. For example, the policy of the 
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN 
translocations as powerful tools that can materially advance the 
viability of populations and habitat but notes that "like other 
they have the potential to cause enormous damage if misused.' 
potential damage referred to-and much of the overall concern 
troduction - is that its use will in some way displace the impeJrativi 
serve existing populations and communities. The challenge, 
unlock the creative potential of reintroduction while guarding 
possible misuse. As the chapter on compensatory mitigation 
clearly, the ecological "meaning" of reintroduction depends 
whether the natural populations still exist, or if they are somehow 
course of a project. 

This chapter is intended to assist biologists and managers co:nsi,de! 
use of reintroduction as a conservation tooL We have prepared 
lines in the belief that well-planned and well-executed reiJotf(Jduct 
contribute materially to the goals of biodiversity conservation. 
single book can answer all relevant questions, the chapters in 
Diversity provide an excellent basis for advancing the undel'standinl 
issues. 

Re-establishment of populations is too variable to be reduced 
formulations; there is no cookbook of reintroduction recipes. We 
stead developed a series of questions that practitioners of reintr,odllCtj 
likely to encounter. To form the framework for a reintroduction 
ganizers of any well-planned project should be able, at a """"'ml,", 
vide coherent and well-researched answers to the following questllonl 

Is reintroduction appropriate? 

1. What guidance can be found in existing policies on rare spede:S.! 
duction? 

2. What criteria can be used to determine whether a species 
reintroduced? 
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lsrem.troductJon occurring in a mitigation context involving the loss or 
[Iteration of a natural population or community? 

legal or regulatory considerations are connected with the reintro-

reintroduction be conducted? 

are the defined goals of this reintroduction, and how will the pro
be monitored and evaluated? 

available ecological knowledge of the species and its community 
reviewed? What additional knowledge is needed to conduct the 

well? 

owns the land where the reintroduction is to occur, and how will 
land be managed in the long term? , 

should the reintroduction occur? 

is the genetic composition of the material to be reintroduced? 

will the founding population be structured to favor demographic 
persistenc:e and stability? 

essential ecological processes intact at the site? If not, how will they 
established? 

questions and the discussions that follow can help the restorationist 
with the likely event that the operative environments more closely re

the imperfect world of compromise than they do the ideaL Our in
is, if not to provide definitive answers, at least to provoke good ques

other policy discussions (Falk and Olwell 1992; BGCI 
The guidelines are intended to be a template for further critical 

about reintroduction. We hope that these ideas will serve as a foun
for scientists, agencies, non-government organizations, and others to 

specific policies and handbooks relevant to their own work. 
have discussed, in length, the semantics associated with reintroduc-

introdluction, and augmentation in the Introduction to this book. 
tonltio,nists should consider these concepts when setting goals or se

the site or the source materiaL Guidelines 5 and 8 discuss the dis
between reintroduction, introduction, and augmentation; there
have not redefined them here. 
biophysical aspects of a rare plant species-that is, the ecological 








































